In current interframe video compression systems, the encoder performs predictive coding to exploit the similarities of successive frames. The Wyner-Ziv Theorem on source coding with side information availahlc only at the decoder suggests that an asymmetric video codec, where individual frames are errcoded separately, but decoded conditionally (given temporally adjacent frttmes) could achieve similar efficiency. In previous work we propose a Wyner-Ziv coding scheme for motion video that uses intraframe encoding, but iriterfranie decoding. In this paper we improve on our Wyner-Ziv video codec by sending hash codewords of the current frame to aid the decoder in <accurately estiniating the motion. This allows US to iriiplenicnt a low-delay systeni where only the previous reconstructed frame is used to generate the side inforniation of a current frame. Simulation results show significant gains above conventional DCTbased inlreframe coding. The Wyner-Ziv video codec with h a s h -h a d motion compensation at the receiver enables low-complexity encoding while achieving high compression efficiency.
INTRODUCTION
lnrplernentations of current video compression standards, such as the IS0 MPEG schemes or the ITU-T reconnnendations H.263 and H.264 require much more computation for the encoder than for the decoder; typically t h e encoder is 5 to 10 times more coniplex than the decoder. This asymmetry in coniplexity is well-suited for broadcasting or for streaming video-on-demand systems where video is compressed once and decoded many times. However, some a p plications may require the dual system, i.e., low-complexity encoders, possibly at the expense of high-complexity decoders. This is certainly the case for wireless niohile terminals with a built-in camera that possess the capability to either store compressed video or send it to the Axed part of the network. Example of such systems include wireless video sensors for surveillance, wireles PC cameras, mcbile camera phones, and future networked camcorders. For these applications, compression must he implemented at the camera where meinory and computation are scarce.
To xhieve low-complexity encoding, we propose <an asvmmetric video comm-asion scheme where individual frames are encoded independently (intmframc encoding) hut decoded conditionally (interfmme decoding). Two results from information theory suggest that an intraframe encoder -interframe decoder system can approach t,he efficiency of an interframe encoder-decoder system. Consider two statistically dependent discrete signals, X and Y , which are compressed using two independent encoders but are'decoded by a joint decoder. The Slepian-Wolf Theorem on distributed source coding states that even if the encoders are independent, the achievable rate region for probahil- processes, and let Y he known as side information for encoding X. Wyner and Ziv showed that the condit.ional R.ateMean Squared Error Distortion fiinction for X is the same whether the side information Y is available only at the decoder, or both at the encoder and the decoder. We refer to lossles~ distributed source coding as Slcpian-Wolf coding and lossy sonrce coding with side information at the decoder as Wyner-Ziv coding.
We call our proposed intraframe encoder-interframe decoder system a Wyner-Ziv video cdec. A Wyner-Ziv video encoder has great cost mlvantage, since it compresses each video frame independently, requiring only intrafraine processing. The corresponding decoder, i n the fixed part of the network, exploits the statistical dependence hetween frames, by much more complex interframe processing. A siniilar video compression system, using distributed soiirce coding principles, was proposed independently by Puri To achieve high compression efficiency in a Wyner-Ziv video codec, motion has to be estimated at the decoder. In previous work: we have relied on previously decoded frames to either interpolate or extrapolate the motion without considering the current. frame. Conventional motioncompensated coding, however, benefits from extracting the bcst motion inforniation by directly comparing the ciirrcnt frame with one or more reference frames. The analogous approach for Wyuer-Ziv vidco coding requires joint decoding and motion estimation, using the Wyner-Ziv bits, and possibly additional helper information from the encoder. The CRC hi& in the systeni proposed by Puri and Rarnchandran 13, 4, 51 is an example of helper inforniation for joint decoding and motion estiniiibion. At the decoder, the CRC of a block is used to choose from many decoded versions of the block, with each version corresponding to a different motion vector.
In this work we propose to send robust hash codewords from the encoder, in addition to the Wyner-Ziv bits, t o aid the decodcr in est,irnating the motion and generate the side information. These hash bits serve t o relay the mw tion information to the decoder without actually estiniating the motion a t the encoder. Since the hash hits can enable more accurate motion compensation using only one previous frame; we can implement a low-delay systeni where only the previous reconstructed frame is used to generate the side infornintion of a current Wyner-Ziv frame. This is analogous to the I-P-P structure used in conventioiial interframe video coding. In 181, the number of Wyner-Ziv frames in between key frames was limited to a few frames and the side information was generated using interpolation, thus, requiring out-of-order decoding. The improved systeni allows longer group of pictures (GOP) a well as sequential decoding.
In Section 2, we descrihe the proposed Wyner-Ziv video codec and the use of the hash hits. In Section 3, we compare the performance of the proposed codec t o conventional intraframe coding and conventional interframe predictive coding, using a standard H:263+ video coder.
WYNER-ZIV VIDEO CODEC
We propose an intraframe eiicoder and interframe decoder system for video compression as shown in Fig. 1 . A subset of frames from the sequence are designated as key franies. The key frames, X, are encoded and decoded using a coilventional intraframe codec. In between the key frames are Wyner-Ziv frames, W , which are intraframe encoded hut interframe decoded.
I n t r a f r a m e Encoder
At the encoder, a blockwise DCT is applied to the WynerZiv frame W t o generate X. The transform coefficients are grouped together t o form coefficient hands X k , where 6 denot-the coefficient number. Each transform coefficienl.
band is then encoded independently.
For each band Xr, the coelficients are quantized using a uniform scalar qimnt,izrr with 2"'b levels. The quantized symbols, qr, are converted t,o fixed-length binary codwords, and corresponding hit-planes are blocked together forming Mr bit-plane vectors. Each hit-plane vector is then serkt t o the Slepian-Wolf encoder. The Slepian-Wolf coder is implemented using a rate-compatihle punctured turbo code (RCPT) [101[11] . The RCPT, combined with feedback, provides rate flexihility which is essential in adapting to the changing statistics between the side information and the frame to be encoded. The parity bits produced by the t,urbo encoder are stored in a buffer which transmits a subset of these parity hits to the decoder upon request. The parity bits sent from the encoder buffer constitute the Wyner-Ziv bits.
The encoder also generates hash hits to aid the decoder in estimating the motion. In the current implementation, the robust h d i code for an image block simply consists of a small subset of the quantized DCT coefficients of the block. Since the hash is much snialler than the original data, the encoder is allowed to keep the hash codewords for the previous frame in a snrall hash store. For each block of the current Wyner-Ziv framel the distance from the corresponding hash of the previous frame is calculated. If the distance is snialler than a threshold, a "no hash bits" codeword is sent. If the distance exceeds the threshold. the block's hash is sent., along with the Wyner-Ziv bits. Strictly speaking, the encoder is no longer an intraframe coder became of the hash store. Howevcr, storing hash codewords of tlie previous frame is a negligible burden, conipa,rerl to conventional frame store and encoder-based motion estimation.
Thc proposed codec has an encoder complexity similar to that. of conventional intraframe encoding. For the Wyner-Ziv frames, turbo coding (composed of interleaving and convolutional coding) replaces conventional entropy coding. The generation of the hiwh information requires miniinal memory and cornpetation.
Interframe D e c o d e r
The hash codewords enable lis to implenient a low-delay system where only the previous reconstructed frame and the current hash hits are used to generate the side inforrnation of the cnrrent Wyner-Ziv frame. For a given block of W , if n o hash codeword is sent, the cc-locared block is rised ZM side infornration. If hash hits are sent., the decoder performs a motion search hwxl on the hash to generate the hest sidc information block from the previous frame. This process generates side information, Ft', which is an cst,imate of W .
The decoder applies a blockwise DCT on W to generate Y . The transform coefficients from Y are grouped together to Sorni coefficient hands Y,, the side information corresponding to Xii. To he able to use Yr-at the turbo decoder and reconstruction block, the decoder asiitncs a statistical dependence niodel between X b and U,.
Given a coefficient band, the turbo decoder successively decodes the hit-planes starting with the mast significant bit-plane. It takes the received subset of parity hits corresponding to the hit-plane and the side information Yb to decode the current hit-plane. If the decoder cannot reliably decode the hits, it requests additional parity hits from the encoder huffer through feedback. The request, and d o code process is repeated until an acceptable probability of hit error is guaranteed. The probabilities generated for the current bit-plane are used for decoding the 1 -significant bit-planes. By using the side information U, and snccessively decoding the hit-planes, the decoder needs to request R, 5 Arb hits tu decode which of the 2"' " bins a transform coefficient belongs to and so compression is achieved. For the current hash implementation, the quantized coefficients in the hash code can also fix the corresponding prohabilities in the turbo decoder, thus further reducing the rate needed for the parity bits. This approach is closely related to the idea of probing the dependence channel for universal Slepiiui-Wolf coding, proposed in 1121. When all the bit-planes are decoded, the hits are regrouped ?nd the quantized symbol stream is reconstructed as qp'. The reconstructed coefficient hand XI' is calculated as E(Xr-lqr',Yr-). Assuming that qr-' is error-free, this r o construction function has the advantage of bounding the magnitude of the reconstruction distortion to a rnaxiniuin value, deterniined hy the quantizer coarseness. This p r o p erty is desirable since it eliminates large positive or negative errors for a given transform coefficient. These large errors tend to be very perceptible and annoying to the viewer. The inversoDCT is then applied to the reconstructed coefficient bands.
SIMULATION RESULTS
We iniplernent,ed the Wyner-Ziv video codec proposed in Section 2 and assessed its performance for QCIF video sequences.
For encoding a Wyner-Ziv frame, we use a 4 x 4 DCT and each coeficient band k quantized with a uniform scalar qoantizer. We use the same step size for all the coefficicnt bands. The nuniber of quant,izer bins coded for each band determines the bit allocation bctweeri bands.
The turho encoder is coniposed of two identical COIIstituent convolritional encoders of rate f and generator ma-
[IO]. The parity bits from the convolritional encoder are stored in the encoder huffer while the systematic hits are discarded. The simulation set-up assumes ideal error detection at the decoder ~ the decoder can determine wliether the current bit-plane error rate, Pe, is greater than or IC= t.han IO-'. If Pe 2 IOK3 it requests for additional parity hits.
The turbo decoder and reconstruction block assume a Laplacian residual distribution between .YI. and We generate a hash codeword, consisling of quantized DCT coefficients, for each 4 x 4 block of the frame. As explained in Section 2.1 we do not send the hash codeword of every block. Instead we calculete the distance of the block from the c*located hash of the previous frame. For this hash code implementation, storing the codewords corresponding to tlic previous fraine requires a Iiash storage the size of about 20% the original frame. In the sinirilations we send ahout 5% to 20% of the hash codewords, depending on the sequence and the qriantizittion parameters.
The results for the Salesman and Hall Monitor QCIF sequences at 10 fps are shown in Fig. 2 and 3 . We varied the number of Wyner-Ziv frames between key frames (resulLing in different GOP lengths) to generate the different WynerZiv plots. The key frames were encoded as I frames using a standard H.Zfi3+ codec. For each GOP length, we changed the quantization parenieter of the key frames < a s well a 7 the quantization of the Wyner-Ziv frames. The plot,s show the total rate and the average frame PSNR of both the key frames and Wyner-Ziv frames. We compare the ratedistortion performance to that of conventional DCT-hmed intraframe coding and H.%63+ interframe coding (I-P-P) with the same GOP size. The H.263+ interframe coding plots were generated by choosing tlie hest combination of quantization parameters for the I and P frames.
From the plots we observe impressive gains (up t,o I) dB) over conventional intrafranie DCT coding for all the GOP lengths. There is a perforniance gap relative to H.263+ interframe coding, with the gap widening for longer GOP's.
For the Salesman and Hall Monitor sequences, the gap from H.263+ interframe coding ranges from 1 to 4 dB. It can he seen from the results that increasing tlie GOP size does not necessarily improve the compression perforniance of the Wyner-Ziv video codec. With more Wyner-Ziv frames hetween key frames, we reduce the hit rate for tlie key frames 
CONCLUSIONS
In this work we propose to send robust hash codewords in a Wyner-Ziv video codec to achieve more accurate decoder motion estimation. This improvement enables us to implement a low-delay system which recursively decodes a series of Wyner-Ziv frames by performing hash-hnsed motion compensation of the previous frame to generate the side information. This is analogous to the I-P-P structure used in conventional interframe video coding. Note that the I-P-P dependency is only meaningful at the decoder because the frames are still encoded independently at the encoder.
T h e Wyner-Ziv video codec shows impressive gains over conventional DCT-based intraframe coding while having comparable encoding complexity. There is still a performance gap from H.263+ interframe coding especially at larger GOP lengths.
Poor Wyner-Ziv cocling, the optirnal bit rate is detnrniined by the slatistical dependence bctween the source and the side inforniation. Rate control is a special challenge since the side information is exploited only at the decodcr hut not at the encoder. At present, our rate control d c pen& entirely on a feedback channel from the decoder to the encoder. I n future work we can compare the stored hash codewords of the previous frame and those of the current frame t,o estimate the statistics and the resulting hit rate.
